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你好！안녕하세요！XIN CHAO！

Welcome to Nakaniida!
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In this newsletter, we would like to introduce some of the tourist spots in Kami
Town.
Recommendation #1：Yakurai Garden
Yakurai Garden is a 150,000 square meter vast garden consisting of 400
species of cultivated plants. There are eight themed gardens that you can enjoy
including a rose garden, herb garden, and Fururu no Oka(the hill of Fururu).
You can take pictures and enjoy these variety of flowers throughout the year.
You can also join in the seasonal events with limited time fairs.
You can visit the chapel, the herb store, and eat in the
restaurant. These are some of the popular activities that you
can enjoy at Yakurai Garden.
Why don't you come and feel the four wonderful seasons of
Yakurai?
Finally, I would like to share a memory of a friend of mine who visited Yakurai
Garden with her family.
“I went to Yakurai Garden with my family for the first time this year. At that time,
the whole area was a field of tulips. The view from the Yakurai Mountain was very
beautiful.”
Recommendation #2：Yakurai Water Park
Yakurai Water Park is located in a place surrounded by rich
nature.
You can use it in the hot summer or the cold winter.
We recommend it to the following people. If you are looking for
a thrill, enjoy the water slide.
For those who are tired from traveling and playing, the
open-air baths are a great way to unwind. You can also enjoy a spectacular view
of Mt. Yakurai.
A friend of mine who recently spent a day at Yakurai Water Park told me, “The
ramen at the cafeteria was very good. The snacks sold at the kiosk were inexpensive
and easy to buy. You don't need to bring your own goggles or floatation rings, they
are available for rent at the store. Anyway, I had a fun day with my family.“

